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A superprocess is uniquely determined by a right Markov process and a branching characteristic. As a random 
measure, a typical question for a superprocess is about its absolute continuity and this kind of questions has been 
studied by many authors. In this paper, we investigate the absolute continuity on the surface of a smooth domain 
of Wd for a class of super-diffusions. We prove that when d=2 the absolute continuity always holds, and when 
da 3 the continuity depends on the branching characteristics and we present a sufficient condition. Moreover, we 
also consider the absolute continuity of super-diffusions and super-stable processes restricted on non-branching 
sets. On comparison with previous authors, we further demonstrate the influence of branching characteristics on 
the local structure of superprocesses from a different angle. 
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1. Introduction 
Superprocesses, i.e. measure-valued Markov processes, are a new branch of probability, 
which were first introduced by Watanabe ( 1968)) Ikeda, Nagasawa and Watanabe ( 1968, 
1969) and then Dawson ( 1975, 1977). Many people have applied their attention to the 
study in the recent years. In this paper we shall investigate a class of superprocesses defined 
as in Section 2. In fact, for more general original process [in W” and branching characteristic 
$ : [ 0, m) X Wd -+ [ 0, ~0) superprocesses can be constructed in a variety of ways (see e.g. 
Dynkin, 199 1; Fitzsimmons, 1988; El Karoui and Roelly, 199 I ) , and their properties have 
been studied extensively. 
As a kind of stochastic processes, superprocesses can be naturally studied in the frame- 
work of the general theory of stochastic processes. On the other hand, as a kind of random 
measures, superprocesses have their own typical problems which are also important to deal 
with, such as the structure of their supports, singularity and the absolute continuity. From 
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previous works we know that the two parameters 5 and $ have played a fundamental role 
in the study of superprocesses. For super-a-stable processes (0 < (Y ~2) and the branching 
characteristic 1(/(x, z) =cz2, c> 0, Dawson and Hochberg ( 1979), Zahle ( 1988) have 
proved that for fixed t > 0 the supports of superprocesses are of Hausdorff dimension CY with 
probability one. In other words, if d > 2 the corresponding super-stable processes are singular 
with respect to (w.r.t. for short) Lebesgue measure. However, in the case d = 1 Konno and 
Shiga ( 1988) showed that a class of superprocesses, which contains super-a-stable proc- 
esses ( I< cx < 2) and super-diffusions associated with strongly elliptic operators, are abso- 
lute continuous on the line W’. Therefore, we can conclude that in certain degree the original 
process and the space-dimension determine the local structure of the random measures for 
fixed $. 
When i,!~= 0 the corresponding superprocesses degenerate into non-random measures. 
More precisely, suppose E_L is the initial measure and p,(x, y) is the transition function of 5, 
then at time t and d > 1 this measure is absolute continuous with the density 
1~~1 p(dy)p,(y, x). When Icl(x, z) =cz ‘+O O<p<l initialmeasurep(dx)=hdx,h>O, ,
and d < alp then for each fixed time t > 0 the corresponding superprocess is absolute 
continuous with probability one (see Dawson and Hochberg, 1979; Roelly-Coppoletta, 
1986, and Shiga, 1982). 
In order to understand more the relationship among the structure of superprocesses, 
branching characteristic $and the space dimension d, we will continue studying the absolute 
continuity for +(x, z) = y(x)z2 here y is a non-negative bounded measurable function. For 
simple, in next paragraphs we only consider the superprocesses whose state space is the set 
of all finite measures on @‘. For infinite-case we can do the same through the transform 
given in El Karoui and Roelly ( 1991). We will study the following two kinds of questions: 
( 1) As we know, when d > 2 and I,/J(x, z) = cz*, c > 0. under certain conditions the super- 
diffusion is singular. Our first question is whether or not it is possible for the random 
measure restricted on a smooth surface in Wd to be absolute continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue 
measure on the surface. (2) In general, y may be equal to zero in a non-empty subset of 
Wd. We naturally wonder the behavior of superprocesses within the non-branching set while 
branching indeed happens in the other part of the space, so our second question is about the 
absolute continuity of superprocesses restricted on the non-branching set. Along with the 
super-diffusions, we will investigate the latter question for super-a-stable processes 
(l<cu<2). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will briefly introduce some preliminary 
notations and present our main results. The proofs will appear in Section 3 and Section 4. 
2. Notations and main results 
We begin with giving several notations. Denote by C( Wd) (resp. C,( Wd), C,( Rd), C,( Wd) ) 
the family of all continuous (resp. bounded continuous, continuous with compact support, 
non-negative continuous) functions in Wd. Let L be an infinitesimal operator of a strongly 
continuous Markov semigroup P, in C( Wd), M be the family of all finite measures on Wd 
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with weak convergence topology. Denote by (&, P,) the stochastic processes associated 
with L. Set I#I: wdXw+ -+w+, I/J( x, z) = y( x)z2 and y is a non-negative bounded measur- 
able function. The so-called superprocess (X,, P *) I.LtM with parameters (& I/J) and taking 
value in A4 is determined by the following Laplacian functional: 
P~exp(-Cf,X,)l=exp(-V,S, IL), fECP(Rd), PEM, (2.1) 
where V,fis the unique solution of the integral equation 
v,f+ I 'OGc Vr-sf(&)) ds=Pxf(t,) 3 
(2.2) 0 
cf, p) means the integral off with respect to measure ,U ( see Dynkin, 199 1 a; Fitzsimmons, 
1988). 
Let D be a bounded smooth domain in W’, r= inf( f > 0, 5, ED}, the first exit time of & 
from D. We can define a random measure X, associated with G- as follows: 
P~exp(-Cf,X,)l=exp(-V,,~>, .fEC,(dD), (2.3) 
and 
VAX) + PI 
1 
,7 (c1(5,, V(&)) ds=U(&) . (2.4) 
Here C( dD) (resp. C,( dD) ) is the family of all continuous (resp. non-negative continuous) 
functions on dD. 
The heuristic meaning of random measures X,, X, can be explained in terms of branching 
particle systems. Particles are distributed at time 0 according to the Poisson point process 
with intensity measure p~A4. The motion of each particle is governed by the process 5. 
The particle still survives with probability exp( - (; y( &) ds] at time t. A dying particle 
gives birth to 2 or 0 offsprings with equal probability f at the death place. The historical 
path wr of a particle a consists of its own trajectory and the trajectories of all its ancestors 
(the law of wU is identical to the law of 5). If particles have mass p, then for a Bore1 set B, 
let 
X?(B) = p c l,(w”) . 
be the mass distribution at time t. (The sum is taken over all particles which live at time t.) 
Similarly, let 
X!(B) = P c t,(w;,) 
where rU = inf{ I: w: ED}. Random measures Xp and Xf converge weakly to X, and X, as 
/3 + 0 under suitable assumptions. More details can be found in Dynkin ( 199 1 a,b). 
Now we turn to approach our first goal. Suppose L is a strongly elliptic differential 
operator. Our interest here is in the behavior of X,. From Dynkin ( 1991b) and Zhao ( 1992b) 
we know that X, plays an important role in the probabilistic approach to a class of non- 
linear Dirichlet’s problems, but we know very little about X,. At first, it is easy to see from 
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(2.3) and (2.4) that X, only charges 8D, the boundary of D, which is not a subset of W’. 
Therefore we naturally wonder that X, is singular or absolute continuity with respect to rr 
(the induced Lebesgue measure on aD) if d 2 2. For this purpose we first give the following 
two assumptions: 
Assumption 1. Denote by G(x, y) and K(x, y) the Green function and the Poisson kernel 
associated with (L, D) respectively. Then we have 
K(x, y)f(y)r(dy) =Plf(tJ 9 feG(aD) . 
Assume that, there exists a constant C such that, 
G(x, y) < C(d(x, 8~9) /I d(y, aD> )g(x, y) , 
K(x, y) <Cd(x, 8D)/Ilx-~l(~, d>2, 
where 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
g(.c r) = 
maxi 1, log( l/~~.x--y~~) , d=2, 
1/((x_y,,d-2, d>3, 
and 
Assumption 2. There exist a sequence of continuous functions ( p12(x, y) , n = 1, 2,. .,) on 
aD X aD which satisfy: 
l.Foreachn,xE~D,p,,(x,y)=Oify: 11x-yI(>,lln,and(,,p,,(x,y) dy=l. 
2. p,,(x, y) + 6, as n + m uniformly in x E aD. 
Here 8, is Dirac 6 function. 
In fact, our hypotheses contain very broad cases. Assumption 1 has been verified by Z.X. 
Zhao in rather general conditions (see Z.X. Zhao, 1986, 1990, and references therein); 
Assumption 2 holds if D is a uniformly Lipschitz domain. Particularly, if 15. = A and D is a 
ball, the assumptions hold. 
Our first main result is: 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose L is a strongly elliptic dljferential operator, (L, D) sat@ Assump- 
tions 1 and 2, and supp( /.L) C Kc D for some compact set K. Then for d = 2, P fi-a.s. X, is 
absolute continuous w.r.t. rr. For D >/ 3, in addition that y satisfies 
y(x) <Cd(x, aD)d-‘+” forsome&>OandC>O, (2.7) 
P @‘-U.S. X, is also absolute continuous. in particular, if supp( y) c K this assertion is true. 
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At a first look Theorem 2.1 may be a little bit amazing by referring to previous results, 
however it is very natural if we think out. Unfortunately, this theorem doesn’t tell us if X, 
is absolute continuous w.r.t. ST when y> C> 0 and d> 3, but intuitively, it seems that X, is 
singular and the Hausdorff dimension of its carrying set is still 2. 
Denote by X,( . ) the density of X, w.r.t. v if it exists. We have the following: 
Proposition 2.2. 
P/“X,(x) = p(dy)K(y, x) , x~dD. (2.8) 
Now let L be a strongly elliptic operator or - ( - A) n/3 ( 1 < a ,< 2), the fractional power 
Laplace operator. As we mention in above paragraphs, for a global branching superprocess 
its local structure for fixed t > 0 has been extensively studied. We next turn to consider the 
contrary case, that is, supp( r) # W”. Let B = {x E Wd, y(x) = O), the non-branching set. Our 
interest is in the absolute continuity of X, restricted on B”, the set of interior points of B. 
Denote by X, 1 B. the restriction of X, on B”. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose B” # 0. Then for any d > I, k E hf. P’*-a.s. X, 1 8o is absolute contin- 
uous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure restricted on B”, with probability one. In addition, if 
supp( p) CB”, then the Radon-Nikodym derirlatir?e (say X,(x)) has a jointly continuous 
Laersion in t > 0 and x E B”. 
The first part of the theorem is not difficult to imagine and we can prove it easily. However 
it is not-so-trivial to prove the second one. From Theorem 2.3 and existing results we find 
that the absolute continuity of X, depends on branching characteristic in high dimension 
spaces. 
A simple corollary of Theorem 2.3 is the following: 
Corollary 2.4. Ify(x) = IBco,+ B( 0, r) is the closed ball of center at 0 and radius r, then 
for each t> 0, X, IBCO,rJC is absolute continuous with probability one. Moreover, if 
supp( p) CB( 0, r), the densiv X,(x) has jointly continuous version in (t, x) E (0, ~0) 
X B’(0, r). 0 
Undoubtedly, for 9(x, z) = y(x)z ’ + B, 0 < p < 1, we can study the analogous questions. 
In fact, the related absolute continuities can be verified through the technique of Fleischmann 
and Glrtner ( 1986). However, we don’t know if the jointly continuous version exists, and 
it is impossible for us to find an affirmative answer in a similar manner because in this case 
the superprocess associated only has a finite first moment but the second one is infinite. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We begin with giving several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. LefJ’E C( do), ( Vhf.) h > 0 satisfies 
Then there exists a constant c such that VA+(x) is infinite derirtable in A E [ 0, c). 
Proof. Put 
In this notation, the equation 
Vf = - v, * v, + d, 
where 
(2.4) can be rewritten as follows: 
A formal solution of equation (2.4) is given by the series 
v,= 2 (-1)~1--IgfY. 
Here 
For everyf, series (3.4) is dominated by the series 
c c,,( IIY~XTII )‘,-I Ml ‘I 
where Cc,,&‘= 4 - 4 ( 1 - 48) “I. Let +hf= P,Af( &). We have 
thus 
Vnr = - 2 (- lh)“@a* 
II = I 
(3.7) 
with the power series convergent for ( h ( < (4 lml (1 yP. T\\ ) - ’ This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For anyf E C( aLI), we huve: 
(i) PYL,f) = (p-f(5,), PL) = jRcj p(h) [,[, K(x, y).f(.v)~(dy) . 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(ii) PW,,f)2=(P..f(5T). F)‘+ ds, P 
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Proof. In equation (2.3) and (2.4), replacing f by AA A > 0, we have 
P@ cxp{ - (AL X,)1 =exp(- VAf, P) (3.8) 
and Vht satisfies (3.1). From Lemma 3.1, V,f is infinite derivable in AE [0, c) and 
P “(f, X,), P *(A XT)” exist, hence, derivating the both sides of formulas (3.8) and (3.1) 
in A, we have 
and 
This finishes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let X,,(x) = (Xn p,,(x, . )), it is well defined by Assumptions 1 and 
2. We first claim that 
I 7~(dx)P~(X,,(x))~<~ for any n, (3.9) ?ln 
lim 
I 
n-(dx)PF(X,(x) -X,,(x))‘=O. 
,7T”,l?T= au 
By Lemma 3.2, we have 
(3.10) 
J‘ P”(X,,(x) I2 dx tm 
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41, +I,. (3.11) 
Since supp( p) CK CD, we can assume that d( supp( k) ,aD) = a > 0, therefore, 
< p(Wd)7r(aD)C2/a2 (from (2.6)) . 
The last term is independent of II. Consider, 
(3.12) 
G2 j-D d&l j-d /-4dy) j-D dz G(y, z)y(z) j-D K(z, u)2pn(x, u)r(dn) 
(by Holder inequality and Assumption 2) 
G2 j-D n(h) jaD r(du) jRd /ddy) ID WY> z)y(z)K’(z, u)p,,(x, u) dz . 
(3.13) 
For d = 2 the above formulas can continue as follows: 
I -t 
1 
X max l,log- 
D Ilv-4 dz > 
For d > 3 under the condition that y satisfies (2.7) and Assumption 1, we have 
x JRd ddy) JD ~I(JIY-z~~~-~I)z-uIJ~-~) dz 
<CZ 
where both C, and C2 are independent of II. 
For (3. lo), applying Lemma 3.2, then, 
(3.14) 
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I 
2 
K(Y, z) (P,(-G z) -p,,(x> z) 1 dz 
+2 jdD 77(h) jRd /-4dy) ,fD dz G(y> z)y(z) 
1 
2 
x K(z, ~1 (P,,(x, ~1 -P,,(-G IO 1 m(du) (3.15) 
From which and Assumption 2, (3.10) can be verified easily with the same argument 
for (3.9). (3.9) and (3.10) imply that there exists a jointly measurable function 
X,(x, w) : 8D X fl+ [ 0, m) satisfying 
s r(dx)P~X?(x) <x (3.16) dD 
and 
lim 
I 
7r(dr)P*(x,(x) -x,(x))*=o. 
nt= t!D 
Moreover, for everyfE C( dD), 
P’+x~./~- ~~Dx,(xlfwwx~2 
< lim 
I 
P”(X,,(x) -X,(x) )%k) 
nt= ilD I 
aDf 2(x) r(h) 
(by Holder inequality) 
= 0. 
So the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. •! 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We note from Lemma 3.2 that 
X,(x)f(x) r(h) > fE C, (8D) . 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
From Theorem 2.1, 
I dD 
PfiUxlf(x>~(d*) = j-D /-4dy) jaD K(Y, x>f(x>~(dr) . 
Thus (2.8) holds, and we finish the proof. El 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
We shall prove this theorem only for a-stable-processes, and we can do the same for 
diffusion associated with a strongly elliptic operator. We shall carry out the proof by a series 
of lemmas. Let 5 be an a-stable process, pp(x, y) be its transition function. Various prop- 
erties of py which can be found in Iscoe ( 1986) as follows. 
Lemma 4.1. (i) For 0 < CY < 2, I > 0, p: is smooth, symmetric and unimodaf. 
(ii) ForO<a<2,t>0,xEWd, 
py(tll”x) =t-“l” P?(X) 
(iii) For 0 < (Y < 2, x E W”, with JIx(J >, I, 
p?(x) <cCllIXJI“+n, c > 0 a constant, depending on CY 
Fora=2,x~W~,pf(x)=(4n)~“” exp(-Sjlxj12). Cl 
Without confusion we will omit the superscript (Y in p :‘. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose 4’~ C,( w”) . Then: 
(i) P@(X,, +>=(b P,4>. 
(ii) P*(X,, 4)‘= 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Proof. In the same manner as Lemma 3.1, we can prove that P “(X,, 4)” exists for any 
n > 1, and the power series 
x ( -A)” 
is convergent for ) A) < (411$11 (( rllt) -I. Therefore, from (2.1) and (2.2) and applying 
Taylor’s expansion into power-series we can prove the lemma easily, for the sake of brevity 
we omit the details. 0 
Let X:(x) = (X,, p,,( ,x)), t> 0. By the Lemma 4.2 and in a similar manner to the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, we can verify the absolute continuity of X,1 By, r>,O and say X,(x) its 
density. In fact, for this purpose we only need to prove 
L’ 
lim (K, pJl(4 .I> --+ X,(x) . (4.4) 
/r - 0 
This is an immediate result from the following facts: 
P’“(x,h(.~))~<x for any h, (4.5) 
lim P”(X:‘(x) -Xr(x))‘=O, (4.6) 
h+O.r--rO 
which are easy to prove, so we omit it. 
We know from above argument that X,(x) has any order moments which are bounded in 
x E KC B” for compact K. Therefore, to prove Theorem 2.3 we only need to prove that X,(x) 
has jointly continuous version in (t, x) E [ 0, m) X B”. Now we regard X,(x) as a (d+ 1) - 
parameter andom field. It is natural for us to recall an extended Kolmogrov theorem (see 
Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, p. 55, or Totoki, 1961), which suggests us to check that 
P/*JX,(x)-X,(g)~“‘~C(~t-_s~“+‘+“’+~~x-~~~”+’+--2) (4.7) 
holds for some positive constants cy,, (Y?, C and for (I, x), (s, y) which belong to a fixed 
compact subset of [ 0, + ~3) X B”. For this it is sufficient to verify the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that supp( y) CB”. For any K> I, there exist positir%e constants (Y, 
and CQ and such that, 
PfiIX,(x) -X,(x) I”‘Gconst(K) It-sj”+‘+“, (4.8) 
P”JX,(x)-X,(y) (“‘~con~t(K)Ilx-vll~+‘+~, (4.9) 
hold for l/K<s, t<K, x, YEBO\( (B”)c)“K, I/XII. IJylJ <K, and where A”= {HEW”, 
inf,,,([x-y(( GE). 
We break the proof of Lemma 4.3 into several lemmas. At first, by Lemma 4.1 and in an 
elementary computation, we have: 
Lemma 4.4. 
PplX,(x) -X,(y) l”,<const(K, n)[(x-yy(l”, na 1, FEM. 0 (4.10) 
To prove (4.8), we need the following results. 
Lemma 4.5. Let Y, = I:, X, ds. For 4 E C,,( 52”) :
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(i) P”(Y,, +)= j-b 
i 
(iii) Pr(Y,, +)‘I= ‘2’ (“i ‘) (p, L’(“-~)PI*(Y~, 4)“) (4.11) 
k=O 
where 
Skeleton of proof. At first, we can prove that P+( Y,, 4)” <a for any n > 1, and 
c;=,, (( - h)“ln!)P*(X,, 4)” converges for 1 A) < (4)18)) 1) rllf2) - ‘. Therefore by Iscoe 
( 1986, Theorem 3.1) and in the same manner as the proof of Lemma 4.2 we can verify this 
lemma for 4~ C,( Wd), and thus for $E C,( BZ’) by the dominated convergence theo- 
rem. 0 
P~CI(Y,-Y,,,L#,)‘“~C(K,n)(t-~1’“. 
Where L= - ( - A)a’z, and C( K, n) is independent of h. 
Proof. Recall the formula from Yoshida ( 1978)) we have 
(4.12) 
P,$- 4= 
I 
‘P,Ld,ds (4.13) 
0 
and notice the fact that p,(x, y) is smooth in (t, x, y) E [ 0, ~0) X ( (x, y) : IIx -y/j > 1 /K). 
So from our condition supp( p) cB’, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.5 we can prove that (4.12) 
easily. This completes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 4.7. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 4.3, 
P+[X,(x) -X,(x) j*“Gconst(K, n) (t-s(2n. (4.14) 
Proof. For +( ) =p,,(x, ), we know from Ethier and Kurtz ( 1986) and El Karoui and 
Roelly ( 199 1) that 
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(4.15) 
is a continuous P @-integrable martingale whose quadratic variation process is 
By Iti, formula we have that for n 3 1, 
M:” -n(2n- 1) 
is a local martingale and we can prove that it is still integrable. Therefore, we have 
PPM:” =n(2n- 1) 
s 
fPY(Mf”P2(X,, 2~4~)) ds. 
0 
Thus, by Holder inequality, 
$ (P&M:“) =n(2n- l)Pfi(M:“-2(X,, 2y@)) 
<n(2n- l)(Pt”M:“)‘2”-2)‘2n(p~(Xrr 2y@)“) “n. (4.16) 
In the same manner as the proof of Lemma 4.4 we can prove that under the assumptions 
in Lemma 4.3, 
So we have, 
$ (P ‘“Mf”) <const( 1+ ~(Wd))‘i(P~LMf”)(2~i-2)‘2171. 
From this and notice that P pM$’ = 0, we have 
P~M~“~const(K,n)(1+~(Rd))2~7Zt2~7. 
Recall formula (4.15)) 
PFl (X, 4> - (X,1> 4> IZn 
(JWM:,l)k/2n(p+(yr, ~+)211) (2ti-k)/2n 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
Finally we consider 
34 
= P I”PxS 1 (X,_ , , 4) - (X,,, 4) 1” (by Markov property) 
<Pl” c ( 0 2’r y (px'M:",)x/'"(px‘(y,_,, L#y!,)(2n-k)/2,, k=O 1 
2r’ 212 
< c( 1 k (pLylQ/p”,,)“/2”( pby.y yr_,v, L~)211)2rl-X/2K h = 0 
<const(K, n)(f-~)~” (by Lemma 4.6 and (4.17)) . (4.19) 
Notice that the constant in the last term is independent of h. Let h + 0 and so we finish the 
proof. 0 
From Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 we can verify Lemma 4.3 easily, therefore we have 
proved that X,(x) have a jointly continuous version in any compact subset of (0, m) X B”, 
and thus we complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. CI 
Now let us review our proof. In fact, we only use the following properties of transition 
function p( t, x, y) of the original process 5: (a) smoothness; (b) p( t, x, y) uniformly 
converges to 0 as t + 0 in (x, y) which satisfy 1(x - ~(1 >, c > 0; (c) there exists a constant C 
such that p( 1, x, y) ~C/Ilx-yl(~+~’ for Ilx-yll >, I, and a=2 for diffusions as well as 
Brownian motion. That we consider B” instead of B makes us ready to apply the property 
(b) . It is well known that the transition function associated with a strongly elliptic operator 
has such properties, so we can carry out the proof for diffusions in the same manner. 
Moreover, we can extend Theorem 2.3 to more general original processes. 
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